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Heidi Hammel is an out-of-this world explorer. With her feet planted firmly on Earth, she takes trips

millions of miles out into space. How does she do this? Heidi Hammel is a planetary astronomer, a

scientist who uses the worldÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢â€žÂ¢s most powerful telescopes to learn about

planets. By making remarkable discoveries in the farthest reaches of our solar system, Heidi also

helps us better understand the planet we call home. The giant planets Neptune and Uranus are

HeidiÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢â€žÂ¢s specialties. She was on the team that first spotted

NeptuneÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢â€žÂ¢s Great Dark Spot, a raging storm as big as Earth. Heidi also led a

team of astronomers tracking the Great Comet Crash, a spectacular event in which a fragmented

comet pounded Jupiter for an entire week. ThereÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢â€žÂ¢s no telling what Heidi will

find when she peers into a telescope. ThatÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢â€žÂ¢s what makes her work exciting.

Beyond Jupiter is the fascinating story of a scientist and her science. To tell this true tale of

adventure, author Fred Bortz draws on firsthand accounts from Heidi and her friends, family, and

colleagues. How did a down-to-earth girl grow up to be one of the worldÃƒÂ¢Ã¢â€šÂ¬Ã¢â€žÂ¢s

most highly respected astronomers? The life story of Heidi Hammel will intrigue and inspire readers

of all ages.
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Grade 6-10Ã¢â‚¬â€œEngaging career biographies of contemporary scientists. Each volume offers

a background profile of the woman, including her childhood interests. The sections about their early



lives will pull readers into the books and help them related to these budding scientists. Once the

biographical information is laid out, the individuals career arcs are profiled. For example, France is

active with the Disaster Mortuary Operational Response Teams (DMORT) that helped excavate the

9/11 rubble. The books are well written and punctuated with full-color photographs from the womens

personal albums, showing their honors and awards as well as their growing-up stages. Illustrations

also include scientific diagrams and charts related to their research. As these women are currently

on the job, their historical impact is not yet known. However, the fine writing and inspiring work of

the scientists will reward those students who choose to read these books.Ã¢â‚¬â€œCass Kvenild,

University of Wyoming, Laramie Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed

Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

Women can do anything, but in some fields such as science and engineering, there are still

relatively few role models for women. You could point to woman astronauts like Eileen Collins and

Peggy Whitson, but there are very few astronaut jobs for men or women. There are many women in

non-astronaut space and astronomy roles, as Emily Lakdawalla pointed out in a recent Planetary

Society blog post about an all-female team of NASA Mars Rover scientists, engineers, planners,

and operators. Women are doing all these things and more in science and engineering, but how can

girls find out about these possibilities?There's a new series of books and a web site from the

National Academy of Sciences, iwaswondering.org, that addresses this issue. The book series is

Women's Adventures in Science, and I just bought and read one of them, Beyond Jupiter: The Story

of Planetary Astronomer Heidi Hammel by Fred Bortz. Dr. Hammel has specialized mainly in the

outer planets, especially Uranus and Neptune, though she also was the team leader for Hubble

observations of Jupiter for the "Great Comet Crash" in 1994. The nice thing about this book is that it

is not only about her science accomplishments, but it also talks about Heidi Hammel as a regular

person. She was a smart girl who didn't really know what she wanted to do, was encouraged to

apply to MIT, got accepted, struggled with physics classes there, got interested in astronomy, and

went on to get a Ph.D. in astronomy. She has done breakthrough work and has received many

awards. But she has also been a musician and a Grateful Dead fan and later a wife and mother of

three children. The book includes quite a bit of information on planetary astronomy to help explain

the work she has done.This is a really good book, and I strongly recommend it to parents or

teachers to share with their daughters and students.

This is a moving, intimate biography of an important scientist. Veryinspirational.
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